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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n-dimensional algebra over a field F and A'  the vectorspace 
underlying A. In the tensorproduct A'®A'  
{ 2 (a i@bi )} '{  2 (Ck@dk)} :  = 2 {(£1ibi)@(Ckflk)} 
i~l kEK (i,k)~(l×K) 
defines a multiplication, with respect o which the vectorspace A '®A'  becomes 
an nZ-dimensional gebra A ®A over F (cf. [3], Theorem 6.12, p. 114). A ®A 
is called the duplicate (algebra) of A. Let Ul, u2 ..... un be a basis of A, then 
uk®u I (k, l= 1,2 ..... n) form a basis of A®A.  
If 
1,lkUl = ~ (J) . 2kt uj = (klj_)uj, (klj) ~ F, 
j= l  
then the multiplication-table of A ®A is: 
= "%b )~ca(uk @ ut). 
k=l  / -1 
For the sake of brevity we write: 
gabgca = ~ ~ a(k)~(l),,.. _ (abk)(cdl)gkt. ~ab I cN~KI" -- - - __ 
k-1  /=1 
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Duplication of algebras plays an important role in Genetics. For more details 
cf. [1], [2] and [3]. 
In general the duplicate of a commutative algebra is not commutative and the 
duplicate of an associative algebra is not associative. In this paper we prove that 
the duplicate of an associative algebra is 4-associative. Moreover some partial 
results on algebras which have associative duplicates will follow. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(a) A non-associative (i.e. a not necessarily associative) ring R is called n- 
associative (n _> 3), if the n-associator {al, a2 .. . . .  a,} vanishes for all ai ~ R. 
The n-associator is defined as follows: 
n- |  
{al,a2,...,an}: = ~ ( -1 )k - l{a l ,a2  ... . .  akak+l, . . . ,a,} 
k=l  
for n _> 4 and {al, a2, a3} = (ala2)a3 - aa(a2a3). 
In particular: R is 4-associative if {al, a2, a3, a4} = 0 for all aie R. An equiva- 
lent statement, a consequence of the Teichmfiller-identity 
{al,a2,a3,a4} = {al,a2,a3}an +al{a2,aa,a4}, 
is: R is 4-associative if {al,a2,a3}aa+al{a2,a3,a4} =0 for all a ieR .  (cf. [4]) 
(b) If A is an n-dimensional lgebra over F with basis Ul . . . . .  u,, then A is 
associative (i.e. 3-associative in our terminology) if and only if (UkU l )U  m = 
= uk(UtUm), i.e. {(klr.)u~_}Um = uk{(lmr)u~_} with k, I, m = 1,2 .... , n. 
Hence A is 3-associative if and only if 
(klr.)(rmx) = (lmr)(krx) for k, l, m, xe  {1,2, ..., n}. 
For practical reasons (see later) we shall write s instead of m and we obtain: A is 
3-associative if and only if 
(i) (klr)(rsx)=(lsr)(krx) for all k,l,s, xe  {1,2, ...,n}. 
2. THEOREM 1. The duplicate of an n-dimensional 3-associative algebra A 
over a field F is an n2-dimensional 4-associative algebra over F. 
PROOF. We use the notations as mentioned in the Introduction. 
gabgcd = (abk)(cdl_)g~ 
and hence 
(gabgcd)gpq = (abk_ )(cdl.)(klr)(pqs_)grs (ii) 
and 
(iii) { (gabgcd)gpq }guo = (abk_)(cdl_)(klr)(pqs)(rsx)(uow)gxw. 
Now we calculate {gab(gcdgpq)}guv. 
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First of  all: gcdgpq = (cdk_)(pql)gg, hence 
(iv) gab(gcdgpq) =(abr)(cdk)(pql_)(kls)grs_ 
and finally 
(V) {gab(gcdgpq)}guo = (abr)(cdk_)(pql)(kls)(rsx)(uuW)gxw. 
In (v) we apply the cyclic permutat ion: r~k- - * l~s~r .  As a result we get: 
(vi) {gab(gcdgpq)}guo = (abk,)(cdl_)(pqs)(Isr)(kr..x)(uow_)gxw. 
From (iii) and (vi) it follows that the coefficient of  gxw (x and w fixed) in the 
development of  {gao, gea, gpq}guo is equal to 
(vii) (abk_)(cdl)(klr)(pqs)(r__sx)(uow) - (abk_)(cdl)(pqs)(Isr)(krx)(uvw). 
Applying (i), we see that each sum of  type 
(abk)(cdl)(klr)(pqs)(rsx)(uow) - (abk)(cdl)(pqs)( lsr)(krx)(uvw) 
(consisting of  2n terms) is zero. Hence (vii) is zero, since it consists of n 3 sums 
of  this special type. 
Hence {ga0, gee, gpq}guv =0 for arbitrary choice of the basis-elements of  the 
duplicate of  A. 
In the same way one can prove: gab{gcd, gpq, guv} =0.  Consequently the 
duplicate of  A is 4-associative. 
3. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
An n-associative ring is necessarily (n + k)-associative for all natural k. An n- 
associative ring which is not (n - l ) -assoc ia t ive  (n_>4) is called strictly n- 
associative. We have proved that a 3-associative algebra has a 4-associative 
duplicate, but it remains to be seen if this duplicate is strictly 4-associative. Let 
us take some examples. 
(a) A is the field of the complex numbers,  considered as a 2-dimensional 
algebra over the field of  the real numbers,  with basis ul and u2 and multipli- 
cation-table u2 = -u  2 = Ul, UlU2 = U2Ul = u2. With the notat ion adopted in the 
Introduction, the coefficients are (111) = (122) = (212) = - (221) = 1 and (112) = 
= (121) = (211) = (222) = 0. This leads to the following multipl ication-table for 
the basis-elements of  the duplicate: 
g11 g~2 g21 g22 
gll gll g12 g12 -g l l  
g12 g21 g22 g22 - g21 
g21 g21 g22 g22 - g2i 
g22 --gll  --g12 --g12 gll 
Since {g12, g21, g22} = gxl + g22, the duplicate of  the algebra of complex numbers 
is strictly 4-associative. 
N.B. Those who want to verify the 4-associativity without appealing to 
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Theorem 1 and who wish to avoid a laborious calculation, can change the basis 
as follows: let the new basis a,b ,c ,d  be defined as a=gH,  b=g12, c=gl l  +g2z, 
d = g12 - g21. One easily calculates that a 2 = a, ab = b, ba = b - d, b 2 = c -  a, all 
other products are zero. Hence 
{a,b ,a}={b,b ,b}= -d ,  {a ,b ,b}= -{b ,b ,a}=c,  
the remaining 3-associators are zero. It is clear that x{y, z, t} = {x ,y ,z}t= 0 for 
all basis-elements. 
(b) Let A be the 2-dimensional lgebra over the real numbers with basis ul 
and u2 and multiplication-table u12= u l -  u2, all other products zero. A is 
associative, (111)=1, (112)=-1 ,  the other coefficients are zero. Obviously 
gll gll = gl 1 - g12 - g21 + g22, whereas all other products of basis-elements of the 
duplicate are zero. One easily checks that the duplicate in this case is associative. 
4. ASSOCIATIVITY OF THE DUPLICATE 
The second example of section 3 automatically eads to the question, when an 
algebra has a 3-associative duplicate. As a matter of fact the answer can be 
given immediately: I f and only if 
(viii) (abk_)(cdl_)(k__lr)(pqs) - (abr)(cdk.)(pql)(kls) = 0 
for all a,b,c ,d ,p ,q , r ,  se  {1,2 .. . . .  n}, according to (ii) and (iv) of section 2. 
The class of algebras satisfying (viii) seems to be immense. There are 3- 
associative algebras belonging to it (cf. the second example of section 3), but 
thereare still other ones of quite different ype, e.g. the 4-dimensional lgebra 
with basis u~, u2,/23, u 4 over a field and multiplication-table u~ = u2, UlU 2 ----/23, 
/21/23 = U4, other products zero. This algebra is strictly 5-associative (cf. [5]). 
The only coefficients which are not zero, are (112), (123), (134); their value 
is 1. Hence the non-zero products of the basis-elements of the duplicate are 
gll gl 1 = g22, gl 1 g12 = g23, gll g13 = g24, glEgll = g32, g12g12 =g33, 
gl2gl3 = g34, g13gll = g42, g13g12 = g43, g13g13 =g44. 
It is clear that each product of three basis-elements, whatever their order may 
be, is zero, hence the 16-dimensional duplicate is certainly 3-associative. 
In the case of 2-dimensional lgebras we can prove: 
THEOREM 2. I f  A is a 2-dimensional gebra over a field F with basis u I and u 2 
and multiplication-table UkUl = (kli)ui_, (k l i )~ F, and moreover (k/ l )+ (k12)= 0, 
then the duplicate of A is a 4-dimensional 3-associative algebra. 
PROOF. Consider the left side of (viii). I f  k and / are fixed (e { 1,2}), then we 
read: 
(ix) (abk)(cdl)(pqs)(klr)  - (abr)(cdk)(pql)(kls).  
Taking into account hat (xyz)= (xyt)  or (xyz)= - (xyt ) ,  according as z = t or 
z ¢ t, so that both terms in (ix), reduced to (ab l ) (cd l ) (pq l ) ( l  11) simultaneously 
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change their sign or not, it is clear that (ix) vanishes under all circumstances. 
Hence (viii) is valid, which means that the duplicate of  A is indeed 3-associative. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
(a) Unfortunately the preceding theorem cannot be extended to algebras of  
dimension greater than 2. E.g. the 3-dimensional algebra over F with basis 
u~, u2, u3 and multiplication-table 
/'/1 U2 /d3 
Ul 0 Ul - u2 ul - u3 
U2 Ul + U2 -- 2U3 //2 --/13 Ul -- H2 
u3 0 ul - u2 ul - u3 
satisfies the condit ion (k / l )+ (k12)+ (k13)= 0. Nevertheless its duplicate is not 
associative, since {g12, g21, g22} = gn - 3g12 + 2g13 - g21 - 2g22 + 2g23 + 5g32 - 5933. 
(b) The second example of  section 3 satisfies the conditions of  Theorem 2. 
(c) An n-dimensional algebra over a field F with basis {ui}, multiplication 
ulcut=(kl!)ui_, (kli)eF and (kli_):=(kll)+(kl2)+...+(kln)=O for all k, le 
{ 1,2, ..., n} is called an do-algebra. Obviously the duplicate of  an a0-algebra is
again an do-algebra, since gabgcd = (abk_)(cdl_)gkt and (abk) and (cdl_) are both O. 
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